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Abstract
Atmospheric fronts play a major role in day-to-day weather and are well known for sharp
changes in local weather conditions. Especially in regions of high mountains, such as the
European Alps, fronts are typically deformed and retarded when they interact with the
orography. As a result of retardation, fronts can become nearly stationary which then
often leads to heavy precipitation.
Usually, fronts are still drawn subjectively by meteorologists. Automated detection
of fronts based on atmospheric conditions, however, is an objective and reproducible
method to identify frontal lines. In the framework of the project Non-Hydrostatic Climate Modelling, Part II (NHCM-2) (www.nhcm-2.eu), funded by the Austrian Science
Fund (FWF), an algorithm to identify frontal line location, motion and type is developed.
For testing purposes, an ERA-Interim driven hindcast with 0.11° (∼ 12.5 km) grid
spacing from the COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM) covering the European
continent and conducted by Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus (BTU), is
used. Additionally, a CCLM hindcast on convection permitting scale 0.0275° (∼ 3 km)
is investigated. It covers the Alpine region and is driven by the 0.11° simulation.
The aim of this work is to provide the necessary steps for detection of fronts based
on atmospheric variables. Different vertical detection levels (pressure levels, terrainfollowing coordinates, and geometric height) are discussed. Model and resolution independent implementation is also addressed. The application of the algorithm is demonstrated by analyzing different effects on fronts in the presence of mountains (dissolution,
deformation, and lee cyclogenesis).
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Zusammenfassung
Fronten spielen ein wichtige Rolle im täglichen Wettergeschehen und sind vor allem
für schnelle Änderungen im lokalen Wetter bekannt. Speziell im Alpenraum werden
Fronten oft durch Wechselwirkung mit dem Gebirge deformiert und verlangsamt. Im
Extremfall werden Fronten stationär, was oft zu starken Niederschlägen führt. Üblicherweise werden Fronten immer noch subjektiv von Meteorologen per Hand in Wetterkarten
gezeichnet. Eine automatisierte Methode zur Bestimmung von Fronten auf Basis von atmospherischen Parametern ist hingegen objektiv und stets reproduzierbar. Im Rahmen
des Projects Non-Hydrostatic Climate Modelling, Part II (NHCM-2) (www.nhcm-2.eu),
finanziert durch den Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung (FWF), ist
ein Algorithmus zur automatischen Detektion von Fronten, deren Bewegung und Art
entwickelt worden.
Getestet wird der Algorithmus mit Hilfe einer ERA-interim angetriebenen Simulation
vom COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM), die im Wesentlichen den Kontinent
Europa abdeckt. Durchgeführt wurde die Simulation von der Technischen Universität
Brandenburg (BTU Cottbus) mit einer Auflösung von 0.11° (∼ 12.5 km). Eine zweite,
höher aufgelöste Simulation über dem Alpenraum mit 0.0275° (∼ 3 km) Auflösung wird
dabei genauer betrachtet.
Die nötigen Schritte einer automatisierten Methode zur Frontdetektion sind das Ziel
dieser Arbeit. Dabei werden verschiedene vertikale Koordinaten (Druckflächen, geländefolgende Koordinaten und die geometrische Höhe) für die Detektion getestet. Die
Implementierung des Algorithmus ist dabei so gewählt, dass er unabhängig von der
Auflösung des gewählten Modells ist. Eine Anwendung des Algorithmus, nämlich die
Effekte von Gebirgen auf Fronten (Frontauflösung, Deformierung und Lee Zyklogenese)
wird abschließend gezeigt.
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Introduction
Atmospheric fronts have been a focus of interest since the development of the Norwegian
Cyclone Model by Bjerknes and Solberg (1922) almost a century ago, at the end of World
War I. Fronts are well known in public for their sharp changes in local weather conditions.
Rapid change in temperature, heavy precipitation, strong winds, thunderstorms, hail or
glaze ice are common features of fronts, which directly influence human environment
(Kurz 1990). Usually, these effects are centered around atmospheric transition zones
that meteorologists indicate by lines on weather maps. These lines typically mark cold
fronts, warm fronts and occluded fronts.
Special attention has been paid to interactions of fronts and orography. In the presence
of mountains, fronts tend to be deformed, strengthened, weakened or retarded, which
can lead to locally heavy precipitation. Hoinka (1985) found that approximately 50 %
of the annual precipitation in the European Alpine foreland is related to fronts. To get
a better understanding of the involved processes such as deformation, retardation, frontolysis, frontogenesis, foehn, lee cyclogenesis, and orographic precipitation several field
experiments were conducted in the 1980s and 1990s. For example the Alpine Experiment
(ALPEX) (Kuettner 1982), the German Front Experiment 1987 (GFE87) (Hoinka and
Volkert 1992), and the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) (Bougeault et al. 2001).
Still, fronts are drawn subjectively on weather maps by meteorologists, although, a
first mathematical approach, which opened the way for automated front detection, was
developed by Renard and Clarke (1965) in the 1960s. However, meteorologists use satellite images, temperature and wind distributions from station data and their personal
experience to identify fronts. Clearly, automated detection methods have the advantage to be objective, reproducible, fast, and allow to derive climatological mean values.
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Frequency, movement, and interaction of fronts with orography are a few examples. Existing detection algorithms are from Huber-Pock and Kress (1989), Steinacker (1992),
and Hewson (1998). All of them analyzed fronts on a comparatively coarse model grid
with a grid spacing of roughly 100 km and above. Consequently, mountain ranges are
smoothed and represented with less vertical extend whereby orographic effects on fronts
are reduced.
Meanwhile, model resolutions have significantly increased: grid spacing of 12 km and
model domains covering the entire European continent, e.g. EURO-CORDEX became
usual in climate research (Jacob et al. 2014). Nowadays, so called “convection permitting
climate simulations” are becoming more and more established (cf. Prein et al. 2013). This
opens up questions about the added value of such highly resolved simulations and also
requires for novel, process and object oriented model evaluation techniques on long-term
simulations.
Jenkner et al. (2010) investigated climatological properties of fronts in central Europe
in a high resolution model reanalysis with 7 km grid spacing over 3 years. However, this
algorithm is difficult to apply in model intercomparison due to its conceptual setup.
The aim of this work is to provide the necessary steps for a reasonable and flexible
detection algorithm in high resolution models. Therefore, Chapter 2 provides a basic
review on fronts as atmospheric phenomena. Chapter 3 presents a step by step guidance
of the detection algorithm in model data. The application of the algorithm on several
models with different resolution without modification of the core algorithm is one focus
in Chapter 4. Further attention is paid to various vertical detection levels and various
detection parameters. The analysis of fronts over mountainous terrain and commonly
observed orographic effects is presented at the end of this work, which demonstrates the
possibilities of the algorithm.

2
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Atmospheric Fronts
As a starting point, basic processes of atmospheric fronts are treated here. A short review
on the formation of cyclones and involved fronts, based on a historical model, is given.
Also the role of fronts in day-to-day weather is presented. Subsequently, a definition for
a front is introduced. A frontal zone, as a very general term is then analyzed, starting
with the so-called polar front. Further on, classification and characterization of fronts,
depending on their type and atmospheric effects is presented.

2.1 Formation and Characteristics of Fronts
An early model, which describes the relation between frontal boundaries and cyclones is
the Norwegian cyclone model, which dates back to the early 1920s (Bjerknes and Solberg
1922).
In this model formation of cyclones is described as follows (cf. Fig. 2.1): First, two
different air masses, a warm and a cold one, flow in opposite directions and are only
separated by a thin straight line, that indicates the boundary between them. Later, this
line will be identified as the so-called polar front. Further on, warm air starts to move
northwards where the center of the young cyclone is found at top of the warm air mass,
also known as warm tongue or warm sector. While the warm air boundary wave-like
propagates eastwards, cold air curves around the warm sector and arrives at the rear of
the forming cyclone. Additional propagation northwards narrows the warm air sector
until cold air reaches the original boundary that separates both air masses. At this point
the warm air sector is cut off and only cold air remains on the ground. Nevertheless, part
of the warm sector remains in the upper air. This state is then called occluded cyclone

3
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of cyclone formation from the original work of Bjerknes and
Solberg (1922). Dashed line represent the original boundary between cold and warm
air. Cold air motion is indicated by black solid isothermal lines, whereas warm air motion is indicated by white isothermal lines outlined in black. Dotted regions indicate
precipitation.
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2.1 Formation and Characteristics of Fronts

Fig. 2.2 Three-dimensional representation of an air mass boundary between cold and warm air,
where |∇τ | indicates a significant thermal gradient. From Hewson (1998).

(Bjerknes and Solberg 1922), where the boundary of the cold and the warm air forms
a new intermediate one. In the further process also this intermediate type of boundary
dissolves and a nearly symmetric vortex forms. This whole process of cyclone formation
is accompanied by precipitation along the boundaries of air masses (fronts).
The above described formation of cyclones and involved fronts is still in agreement
with the idea of cyclone and front development, as it is nowadays. It also points out
the pioneering work of Bjerknes and Solberg (1922) especially, as there were no satellite
data or similar available back in the 1920s.
Bergeron (1937) classified different air masses in the Earth’s atmosphere by the moisture property, region (e.g. polar or tropical) and stability. The development of cyclones
may then be understood as a mixing process of different air masses at large scales. Since
air does not mix very well at large scales, boundaries of such air masses remain almost
during the whole process of cyclone formation. The transition zones of air masses are
typically accompanied by precipitation, wind and thunderstorms and play an important
role in daily weather. Meteorologists therefore indicate such transition zones of different air masses with an imaginary line that is known as a front or frontal line. Fig. 2.2
illustrates such a boundary in a three-dimensional atmosphere.
It is worth mentioning that air mass boundaries shall not be regarded as real physical
boundaries without exchange of air. Kraus (2004) showed that fronts can be described
through cross frontal circulation, using atmospheric field variables. However, the picture
of air mass boundaries still serves for basic understanding of cyclone formation.
A useful definition for a front based on atmospheric field variables is from Kraus (2004,

5
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p.289):

“Eine Front ist ein drei-dimensionales Gebiet in einem Fluid (hier: in der Atmosphäre), in dem der horizontale Gradient einer Zustandsvariablen (Größe,
Eigenschaft) deutlich höhere Werte besitzt als in der Umgebung.”1 (in German)

This general definition also serves for fronts in fluids other than the Earth’s atmosphere
(e.g. the oceans) Kraus (2004). Atmospheric fronts however, can then be classified based
on their physical properties and behavior. This classification will be outlined in the
following sections.

2.2 Synoptic Fronts
Synoptic meteorology covers atmospheric processes that are important for weather analysis and forecast on a wide range of scales. This includes large-scale Rossby waves and
also small scale processes such as tornados (Kraus 2004). However, synoptic scale processes are often referred to large scale processes such as formation of cyclones and fronts
which are typically described on a scale of around 1000 km. Hence, synoptic fronts can
be regarded as large scale objects, which have an along-front extend of roughly 1000 km
or more, whereas their cross frontal extend is only about 100 km. This cross frontal
region is known as baroclinic zone where frontal lines, representing the steepest gradient
of a thermal field, are located. A baroclinic region is characterized by an angle between
the isosurfaces of pressure and temperature. As a result, gradients of pressure and temperature are not parallel to each other and lead to temperature advection (Kraus 2004).
Depending on the direction of the movement either a warm or cold temperature advection is found and is later identified as cold or warm front. In addition, a shift of wind
direction is also found at the position of a front, as well as front related precipitation.
Under these aspects, fronts are well-known for sharp changes in local weather conditions.
Meteorologists use synoptic fronts in combination with low and high pressure systems
to indicate the current weather conditions of the atmosphere on a weather map. On such
maps fronts are identified by meteorologists based on satellite images, pressure, wind,
temperature and dew point temperature but also on personal experience. Satellite images and isobars are used to roughly identify low pressure and high pressure systems,
as well as warm and cold air masses. To further identify frontal lines on the surface,
1
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Translation: A front is a three-dimensional area in a fluid (here: in the atmosphere), in which the
horizontal gradient of a state variable (magnitude, property) has a value clearly higher than the
surrounding.

2.2 Synoptic Fronts
data from weather stations are used. A drop in temperature or dew point temperature
indicates a frontal line on the surface. Identified frontal lines can then be classified as
cold fronts, warm fronts or occluded fronts and will be further discussed in the following
subsections. The whole identification process of fronts is based on personal experience
and interpretation. Kraus (2004) noted that interpretation of the current weather situation needs a lot of practical experience and cannot be fully outlined, for instance, in a
book. As a result of these subjective analyses, fronts are identified differently, depending
on the meteorologist (T. Krennert, personal communication, 23 January 2014).

2.2.1 Polar Front
The Earth’s atmospheric global circulation can be described by three different types of
cells: Hadley cell, Ferrel cell and Polar cell. The Hadley cell is located between the
tropics and the subtropics, the Ferrel cell in mid latitudes and the Polar cell from mid
latitudes up to the poles. An illustration of the atmospheric cells is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Thermal convection accompanied by the Coriolis effect, due to the rotating Earth, is the
main cause for formation of mainly three atmospheric cells for each hemisphere. An hypothetical non-rotating Earth, in contrast, might only have one big convective circulation
from the equator to the pole, due to the missing Coriolis effect (Kurz 1990). However,
a classification of air masses can be done for each cell. Following Palmén and Newton
(1969), the Hadley cell consist of tropical air (TA), the Ferrel cell of middle latitude air
(MLA) and the Polar cell of polar air (PA). A sharp transition zone in temperature and
humidity can thus be found between these air masses. The transition zone between TA
and MLA is called subtropical front whereas the transition zone between MLA and PA
is known as polar front. In contrast to mid latitude fronts associated with cyclones, the
polar front separates two major air masses and remains quite stationary. Only planetary
waves, also known as Rossby waves, vary the position of that boundary wave-like northor southwards. However, in the polar front theory this boundary appears as the initial
step in the formation process of cyclones as described in Section 2.1.
A further property is that the polar front is accompanied by the so-called jet streams
(Kurz 1990), wind systems with particular high wind speed. The reason for this is based
on temperature differences at the boundary between PA and MLA whereat its direction
(eastwards on the northern hemisphere) is influenced by the Coriolis effect.
The polar front appears throughout the year as a result of global circulation on large
scales. Temperature gradients, pressure gradients and high wind speeds are typical for
annual mean values around this boundary (Kraus 2004). It is therefore reasonable to
regard this boundary as a climatological front contrary to cyclone associated warm and
cold fronts.
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Fig. 2.3 Illustration of wind and surface pressure distribution and major atmospheric circulation cells. From Ahrens (2009).

2.2.2 Cold Fronts
Cold fronts are known for sharp changes in weather, precipitation and rapid replacement
of warm air. A typical cold front can be described as the leading edge of a cold air mass
on the surface, that moves relative to a warm air mass. Furthermore, a cold front can be
seen as a plane inclined backwards with regard to its direction of propagation. A typical
ratio of inclination is between 1 : 50 (steep) and 1 : 300 (flat) (Kurz 1990). The standard
picture of a cold air mass is then a propagating wedge that forces warm, and less dense
air, to pre-frontal upwards motion. This lifting process causes precipitation which is
typically accompanied with fronts. Due to upward motion of warm air it is known as
anafront (Bergeron 1937). They are further characterized by a sharp drop in temperature
and marked rain belt. Furthermore, anafronts are known as the slow moving type of
cold fronts (Kurz 1990). Schematic representations of anafronts can be seen in Fig. 2.4
and Fig. 2.5a. The belt of precipitation is usually found behind the surface front.
A second type of cold front is the katafront (Bergeron 1937), also known as fast moving
cold front, which is characterized by downward motion of warm air relative to cold air
in the upper troposphere. The reason for this movement is that cold air slides on warm
air in upper regions and inhibits warm air to ascend. A lifting of warm air can only be
found in lower regions. Thus, this type of front often appears without precipitation (Kurz
1990). Also, the passage of katafronts is accompanied by a drop in relative humidity but
not necessarily by a drop in dry-bulb temperature, contrary to anafronts (Browning and
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Fig. 2.4 Illustration of an ana cold front. From Laske (2014).

(a) Ana cold front

(b) Kata cold front

Fig. 2.5 Cross section of an ana cold front in (a) and a kata cold front in (b), where cold air
is labeled CA, warm air WA and θe represents the equivalent potential temperature.
From ZAMG (2014).
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Fig. 2.6 Illustration of a warm front. From Laske (2014).

Monk 1982). A schematic representation of a katafront is shown in Fig. 2.5b.
Cold fronts can also cause a rise of temperature in the lower troposphere e.g. replacement of very cold air in a valley or basin by moderate cold air. The characteristic
temperature gradient is no longer found on the surface. These fronts typically appear
in winter and are known as masked cold fronts (Kurz 1990).
A drop in temperature, together with wind and precipitation, is the reason why fronts
are known as weather-active and play an important role in day-to-day weather.

2.2.3 Warm Fronts
Warm fronts are described as the leading edge of a warm air mass that moves relatively
to a cold air mass. The transition zone between both air masses can be seen as a plane
inclined forwards with regard to its direction of propagation. The ratio of inclination
is similar to that of cold fronts. Warm and less dense air slides on cold air and is thus
lifted. Due to this upwards motion of the warm air, warm fronts can also be described
as anafronts. Whereas the precipitation belt of a cold front is rather sharp and usually
situated behind the surface front, a more broad region of precipitation of warm fronts
can be found ahead of the surface front (Kurz 1990). A typical warm front is depicted
in Fig. 2.6.
Precipitation along the warm front is influenced by the so-called warm conveyor belt.
The idea of the warm conveyor belt is that warm and moist air from the convective
boundary layer at low latitudes is transported northwards and ascends into the middle
troposphere. This flow moves along the cold front and results in two different scenar-
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Fig. 2.7 Illustration of the warm conveyor belt, a black line with triangles represents the cold
front and with semicircles the warm front. Low and high θw (wet-bulb potential temperature) represent cold dry and moist warm air, respectively. The line from U to U
marks the upper cold front. The hatched region marks precipitation. From Browning
(1986).

ios. First, warm and moist air is lifted along the plane of the cold front and leads to
precipitation in the rear of the surface front. Second, warm and moist air crosses the
surface warm front and is lifted into the middle and upper troposphere which then leads
to a broad region of precipitation ahead of the warm front (Browning 1986). The flow
then crosses the front in upper troposphere and changes its direction anticyclonic and
parallel to the warm front. An illustration is given in Fig. 2.7. The warm conveyor belt
may therefore be seen as a flow that provides fronts with warm and moist air, resulting
in precipitation that is steadily accompanied with fronts.
Warm fronts are also related to certain weather conditions such as thunderstorms and
glaze ice. Whereas thunderstorms are typical for both types of fronts, glaze ice is a
typical effect of warm fronts during winter, due to a remaining thin layer of cold air on
the surface and warmer air above (Kurz 1990).

2.2.4 Occluded Fronts
During the formation process of a cyclone, the warm sector between warm and cold
front narrows, until the cold front catches up to the warm front. This happens because
cold fronts usually move faster than warm fronts. One effect is cross frontal circulation,
which is thermal direct, meaning that cold air descends, whereas warm air ascends. In
case of a cold front this means that the flow of the cross frontal circulation on the surface
is from cold to warm. That is in the direction of propagation which can accelerate the
front. In case of a warm front the flow on the surface is also from cold to warm but
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Fig. 2.8 Illustration of an occluded front. From Laske (2014).

Fig. 2.9 Satellite image from Meteosat over Europe on 31 January 2014 at 1200 UTC. From
Eumetsat (2014).
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in opposite direction of propagation, which can decelerate the front (Markowski and
Richardson 2010).
At the point where the warm and cold front merge, a so-called occluded front is formed
(Bjerknes and Solberg 1922). On both sides of the front cold air is found, which is not
necessarily of equal temperature. Depending on the temperature gradient, with respect
to the movement of the occlusion, the terms warm and cold occlusion are used. Whereas
on the surface only cold air is found, a wedge like warm sector still remains in upper
regions. A further lifting of the warm sector leads to precipitation and is illustrated in
Fig. 2.8. Some occluded fronts no longer have a temperature gradient but still show
cyclonic shear and convergence (Kurz 1990).
Cloud formation can usually be found ahead of an occlusion and appears with spiral
cloud bands, which can often be seen on satellite images as depicted in Fig 2.9.
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3

Detection of Fronts from Model Data

In this chapter a brief introduction to atmospheric modeling, the basic physical equations
and conservation laws, is given. As a major part of this work, the detection scheme for
fronts, based on atmospheric field variables from model data, is presented. Special
attention is paid to the filter method but also to the choice of vertical coordinates.

3.1 Atmospheric Modeling
The idea of atmospheric modeling is to get a better understanding of the atmosphere
itself, but also to predict the future state of the atmosphere based on the current state.
Forecasting finds application especially in the numerical weather prediction (NWP) but
also in climate sciences.
The Earth’s climate system is a very complex system and can only be modeled through
its physical, chemical and biological processes. Models are approximations to that system
and include three properties that all models have in common (Von Storch et al. 1999):
• Simplification of the real world.
• Idealization of a system. Dominating processes are represented, others are neglected.
• Subjective representation of the processes that depend on what the model is intended.
Atmospheric models are based on a set of physical equations that describe the atmospheric flow on large scales, first written down by Bjerknes (1904). These equations are
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derived from conservation laws (e.g. conservation of mass) and are based on the idea of
budget equations (e.g. Von Storch et al. 1999):
∂A
= −v · ∇A + S(x, y, z, t)
| {z }
| {z }
∂t
Advection

(3.1)

Source/Sink

Here, (3.1) describes the temporal change of a quantity A, caused by advection of A and
a source (S > 0) or a sink (S < 0), where S is spatial and time dependent. According
to (3.1) the fundamental equations, which define the seven atmospheric variables: wind
components u, v, w, density ρ, temperature T , pressure p and specific humidity q, are
introduced in the following.
Conservation of Momentum—Equation of Motion
From Newton’s third law (actio est reactio) the sum of all forces equals zero. Furthermore, from Newton’s second law, which relates the rate of change of total momentum ṗ
of an object to the net external force F acting on that object, it follows that:
X
X
ṗ =
ṗi =
Fi = F = 0 ,
(3.2)
i

i

(3.2) shows the relation between conservation of momentumPin differential form (ṗ = 0)1 ,
Newton’s second law (ṗ = F) and Newton’s third law ( i Fi = 0) in one equation.
However, the relevant equation is Newton’s second law which is used to write down the
equation of motion, where v is the velocity, Ω the angular velocity, ρ the density and p
the pressure (e.g. Stull 1988; McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers 2005):
∂v
1
+v
·{z
∇v} = − 2Ω × v − ∇p + g + |{z}
f .
|
| {z } ρ
|{z}
∂t
|{z}
| {z }
VI
II
III
V
I

I
II

advection
Coriolis effect (due to Earth’s rotation)

IV

pressure gradient forces

VI

IV

storage of momentum (inertia)

III
V

(3.3)

gravitational force
further forces (e.g. viscous stress)

Although, the terms I to VI refer to force per unit mass (acceleration), they are of1

Integration over time shows that p is constant (conserved).
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ten labeled as forces, not only for convenience, but also to express that forces cause the
motion. The left hand side of (3.3) describes the change of motion (e.g. a parcel of air)
caused by external forces from the right hand side. The advection term II results from
the total derivative
dv(t, x, y, z)
∂v ∂v dx ∂v dy ∂v dz
=
+
+
+
,
dt
∂t
∂x dt
∂y dt
∂z dt
∂v
∂v
∂v
∂v
+ vx
+ vy
+ vz
,
=
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂v
=
+ v · ∇v ,
∂t

(3.4)

and is a spatial effect of fluids (e.g. convective acceleration due to converging streamlines). Here, x, y, z denote Cartesian coordinates.
The (vector-) equation of motion (3.3) defines the u, v, w component of the wind.

Conservation of Mass—Continuity Equation
From conservation of mass, which states that mass can neither be destroyed nor generated but transported in or out of a control volume, follows the continuity equation:
∂ρ
+ ∇(ρ v) = 0 .
∂t

(3.5)

In other words, a temporal change of density ρ within a control volume results from a
flow either in or out of that volume. A comparison with (3.1) shows that there are no
sources or sinks (S = 0) and the advection term is found on the left hand side of (3.5).
(3.5) holds for dry air, whereas for the atmospheric water content a more general
continuity equation including sources or sinks (S 6= 0) is used:
∂qt
+ v · ∇qt = S .
∂t

(3.6)

Where qt is the total water content for all phases, S represents any sources or sinks (see
e.g. Stull 1988).
The continuity equation (3.5) defines the density ρ, (3.6) the water content.

Conservation of Energy—Thermodynamic Energy Equation
Conservation of energy follows from the first law of thermodynamics, which states that
energy is neither gained nor lost but changes its form and can be transported. The
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thermodynamic energy equation can then be written as
dT
d 1
= −p
+ Q̇
cv
dt ρ |{z}
| {zdt} | {z
}
dQ

(3.7)



∂
d
=
+v·∇
dt
∂t

(3.8)

dI

with

dW

according to (3.4). The thermodynamic energy equation (3.7) defines the temperature
T , where cv is the specific heat for constant volume, p is the pressure, ρ the density, Q̇
is a source or sink, I the internal energy, W the work done and Q the heat.
Ideal Gas Law—Equation of State
Finally, the ideal gas law is used to write down the equation of state
p = ρRT ,

(3.9)

which relates the pressure p and the temperature T through the density ρ and the
universal gas constant R.
The equation of state (3.9) defines the pressure p.
From Equations to Simulations
These fundamental equations usually include nonlinear terms (e.g. Coriolis term) whereby
analytic solutions do not exist and only numerical methods can be used to solve (3.3)
to (3.9). Finding a solution for these equations means to discretize the equations and
to integrate the state variables forward in time from an initial state. One of the most
popular discretization scheme is discrete difference. Therefore, spatial dxi and temporal
dt are replaced by ∆xi and ∆t. Depending on the spatial and temporal discretization,
solving equations which include complex processes can be computationally costly. Furthermore, a physical relation is often not known and only approximations can be used.
It is therefore a general aim to simplify these equations in order to solve them.
A common approach to simplify the basic equations is to focus on the dominating
processes, meaning that most important physical processes are kept whereas processes
(terms) with little effect are removed. This is known as scale analysis (e.g. Pielke 2002)
where the order and magnitude of physical processes are estimated and act as a criterion
for processes which are considered to be important e.g. the hydrostatic assumption which
is valid for coarse grids where convection is then parameterized.
A further necessary step to derive model equations is Reynolds averaging (cf. Pielke
2002). The idea is to describe dependent variables φ by an average value φ̄ and unresolved
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sub-grid scale fluctuations φ00 around this mean value,
φ = φ̄ + φ00 .

(3.10)

Fluctuations do not necessarily change the mean value of a single quantity but can generate new source terms in the basic equations when e.g. two variables (each with its
fluctuation term) are multiplied with each other. These source terms are then parameterized by empirically found equations or approximations to it which are described by
known variables, e.g. sub-grid scale fluxes in turbulence schemes.
Several relevant processes (e.g. microphysical phase change of water, radiation, soil
vegetation atmosphere interactions) are not explicitly resolved by nowadays models.
Additionally, the physics behind these processes is often not fully understood. This
makes it necessary to introduce parametrizations (Pielke 2002). A parametrization is a
much simpler representation of the true physical process.
This rather schematic overview is the basic idea of modeling atmospheric processes
where a simplified version of the basic equations (model equations) is used to model a
future state of the climate system from an initial state. More detailed information on
modeling the climate system can be found in Pielke (2002) and McGuffie and HendersonSellers (2005).
Based on model data provided from such simulations, a method to identify atmospheric
fronts is developed and presented in the following section.

3.2 Detection Scheme
The basic idea is to identify frontal regions in a two-dimensional thermal field τ , using
one or more masking conditions Mi (e.g. significant thermal gradients). A line that
represents the front must then be found within these regions using a locating function
L. A distinction between a cold and a warm front, as well as the frontal speed, is finally
obtained from the front normal component of the local wind field.
Based on the work of Jenkner et al. (2010) the algorithm is introduced. Each step of
the scheme is exemplified based on an ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) driven hindcast
with 0.11◦ (∼12.5 km) grid spacing from the COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM)
covering the European continent. A description of the model, the model domain and
the context of this simulation in given in Section 4.1.

3.2.1 Choice of the Thermal Field
As briefly introduced above, a two-dimensional thermal field τ is needed for the frontal
detection. Following Jenkner et al. (2010), there are two groups of possible thermal
parameters.
The first group implies temperature measures on a certain vertical level (e.g. 700 hPa,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.1 (a) Equivalent potential temperature θe , (b) potential temperature θ at 3000 m on 6
January 1996 at 0600 UTC

3000 m). One way is to analyze the dry-bulb temperature T , which is the temperature
measured by a thermometer (e.g. Ahrens 2009). If the detection level of fronts is not at
a constant pressure level, the potential temperature θ, which is the temperature a parcel
of air would have if it were moved dry-adiabatically to a reference pressure of 1000 hPa
(e.g. Ahrens 2009), is more useful. This allows a better comparison of air parcels from
different heights. E.g. Renard and Clarke (1965) have used the potential temperature
as thermal field in their pioneering work.
For kata cold fronts which typically come along with a drop in relative humidity
(Browning and Monk 1982) it is appropriate to use either the wet-bulb potential temperature θw (e.g. used in Hewson 1998) or the equivalent potential temperature θe (e.g.
used in Kašpar 2003; Jenkner et al. 2010; Steinacker 1992) which includes the moisture
content in the air.
The wet-bulb potential temperature, on the one hand, is obtained by evaporating water
into air until it is saturated, where the latent heat used for evaporation is supplied by
the air (cooling), and is subsequently moved moist-adiabatically to a reference pressure
of 1000 hPa (e.g. Ahrens 2009). This means that dry air has low wet bulb temperature
because much water can be evaporated into it and the cooling effect is large. The
equivalent potential temperature θe , on the other hand, is the temperature a parcel of
air would have if all the latent heat from the water content were released (warming) and
subsequently moved dry-adiabatically to a reference pressure of 1000 hPa (e.g. Garratt
1992). Meteorologists, for instance, use additionally to the dry-bulb temperature, the dew
point temperature (saturation temperature of air) from in-situ observations to estimate
the moisture content and to identify a drop in relative humidity.
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The second group includes the thickness ZT between two pressure levels, 500 hPa to
850 hPa (e.g. Huber-Pock and Kress 1989) or 700 hPa to 1000 hPa (e.g. McCann and
Whistler 2001), and is related to the mean temperature (ideal gas law) within the two
levels. However, the thickness is an integrated quantity and fronts are smeared out which
inhibits sharp frontal line recognition (Jenkner et al. 2010).
In order to cover as many types of fronts as possible, a reasonable choice is a thermal
parameter that also includes the moisture content in the air, not only to cover fronts
that show a significant drop in humidity, but also to include the effects of latent heat
transport. However, a reasonable choice clearly depends on the intended application. If,
for instance, the focus is laid on typical ana cold fronts, which come along with a drop
in sensible heat, a reasonable choice might be the potential temperature θ. To point out
this in a clear way, θ and θe are depicted for a certain weather situation in Fig. 3.1. For
θe one finds sharp lines of significant gradients, whereas θ gradients are weaker and not
represented so well. In the final output, not only the number and magnitude of identified
fronts but also the location depends on the choice of the thermal parameter.

3.2.2 A Spectral Filter
For the detection of fronts in high resolution data, smoothing or filtering of the thermal
field τ is a required task in order to obtain a meaningful output, especially when the
focus is on synoptic fronts. Furthermore, τ requires a certain smoothness in order to
calculate numerical derivatives from τ and to avoid artifacts in the final outcome. Many
possible filter or smoothing methods exist, e.g. Jenkner et al. (2010) used a weighted
moving average of the four adjacent grid cells. This method is simple and easy to
implement but requires subjective testing to estimate the number of filter repetitions for
a meaningful output. Clearly, the number of filter repetitions depends on the resolution
of the underlying data set. For a high resolution field (e.g. 7 km grid spacing) 100
repetitions might be a reasonable choice, whereas for low resolution (e.g. 50 km grid
spacing) one repetition is suitable (Jenkner et al. 2010). To overcome this issue and to
find a more reliable method, a spectral filter is introduced.
The idea of a spectral filter is as follows, first, a spectral decomposition of the twodimensional thermal field τ is performed, using a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
Second, a high-pass or low-pass filter is applied, such that only wavelengths corresponding to the desired scales remain (scale separation). And third, the inverse transform is
applied to rebuild the filtered physical field which then only contains information from
the desired scales (Denis et al. 2002).
The DCT is a special type of Fourier transform that only consists of symmetric cosine
functions. Especially in limited-area domains, where fields are generally aperiodic and
are dominated by large-scale features which correspond to wavelengths greater than the
domain size, the DCT is a suitable approach.
For a two-dimensional field f (i, j) consisting of Ni × Nj grid cells, the direct and
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inverse DCT is defined as:
F (m, n) = β(m)β(n)

i=N
j −1
i −1 j=N
X
X
i=0

f (i, j) =

m=N
j −1
X
Xi −1 n=N
m=0

n=0

j=0

#
"
#
(j + 12 )
(i + 21 )
cos πn
f (i, j) cos πm
Ni
Nj
"

(3.11)

"

#
"
#
(i + 21 )
(j + 21 )
β(m)β(n)F (m, n) cos πm
cos πn
(3.12)
Ni
Nj

r
1



Ni
β(m) = r


 2
Ni
s

1




 Nj
β(n) = s


2



Nj

m=0
(3.13a)
m = 1, 2, . . . , Ni − 1
n=0
(3.13b)
n = 1, 2, . . . , Nj − 1 .

Ni and Nj are the numbers of grid cells in x and y direction, respectively. f (i, j) contains
the value for each grid cell (i, j), whereas F (m, n) contains the corresponding spectral
coefficient related to the wavenumber (m, n). Hence, the DCT in (3.11) produces a real
spectral coefficient F (m, n) ∈ R for each value f (i, j) in the physical field. A detailed
treatment of the DCT can be found in Denis et al. (2002).
The scale separation, which is a direct application of the DCT, is a separation of
wavelengths of an atmospheric field into different scales, where a filter function is used
to keep desired scales and remove others. The required wavelengths λ in the case of a
general rectangular domain are calculated as,
λ(m, n) =

2∆
α(m, n)

(3.14)

with
α(m, n) =

s

m
Ni

2

+



n
Nj

2
.

(3.15)

Here, λ(m, n) and α(m, n) are matrices containing the wavelengths and normalized
wavenumbers (0 < α < 1), ∆ is the grid spacing, Ni and Nj are the dimensions of
the domain. The factor of two in (3.14) is an effect of the mirroring of the domain,
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implied by the DCT.
The actual filtering is done by a filter function G(λ) multiplied by the spectral coefficients F (m, n). The basic structure of the filter function is such that for desired
wavelengths the value is 1, whereas for others it is 0. In the case of a low-pass filter this
means that low frequencies (large wavelengths) are preserved, whereas high frequencies
(small wavelengths) are removed. However, it is important that the filter function also
includes a transition zone between 0 and 1 to avoid the Gibbs phenomenon, that usually
introduces large oscillations in the vicinity of jump discontinuities (e.g. Howell 2010).
The filtered field F̂ (m, n) is then obtained as follows:
F̂ (m, n) = G(λ)F (m, n) ,

(3.16)

with the filter function G(λ) for the case of a low pass filter,

0



π
G(λ) = sin2 (λ∗ )

2


1

λ < λL ,
λL ≤ λ ≤ λH

where λ∗ =

λ − λL
.
λH − λL

(3.17)

λ > λH

Here, wavelengths below λL are removed, wavelengths greater than λH are preserved and
wavelengths in between are weighted with a squared sinus function according to G(λ),
where strictly λ = λ(m, n) and λ∗ is the normalized wavelength λ∗ ∈ [0, 1] within the
transition zone. Fig. 3.2 shows a one-dimensional representation of the filter function
G(λ).
As final step the inverse transform is applied to the filtered spectral field F̂ (m, n)
according to (3.12) to obtain the filtered physical field fˆ(i, j).
Now, depending on the application it is possible to extract large-scale features from
an atmospheric field by using a low-pass filter, which is tunable through λL and λH .
Additionally, one can easily modify G(λ) such that it can be used as a high-pass filter
which preserves small-scale features and removes others. Fig. 3.3 shows the filtered
equivalent potential temperature θe and also marks a cross section from A to B which
is used to demonstrate the low-pass filter in detail. The result for the cross section is
depicted in Fig 3.4. It can be seen that the filtered field is smoother and fine structure
is removed. Here, the filter setting is chosen according to typical cross-frontal extends.
The so filtered fields are then used for the frontal analysis.

3.2.3 Physical Masking
One important step in the scheme is a physical criterion or a set of masking conditions
Mi for fronts and frontal regions. These masking conditions are physical restrictions
on potential fronts and depend on the application. For instance, multiple strongly restrictive conditions may allow to find a very specific type of front but leave out other
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Fig. 3.2 Filter function used in the DCT. Here, the filter function represents a low-pass filter.
λL and λH mark the boundaries for the transition zone.

Fig. 3.3 Filtered equivalent potential temperature θe at 3000 m on 3 November 2002 at 0000
UTC. The line from A to B marks a cross section.
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Fig. 3.4 Effect of smoothing depicted along the cross line marked in Fig. 3.3 from A to B for
θe . Black line represents the original θe , red line the filtered θe for λL = 150 km and
λH = 250 km.

Fig. 3.5 Same as in Fig. 3.4 but for |∇θe |.
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significant frontal regions and the output is reduced to a small number of frontal segments. However, if needed, there is much space for tuning these masking conditions for
various applications.
In this work, horizontal gradients of the thermal field τ are used as a masking parameter for frontal regions. Gradients are calculated, using a centered difference approximation, here, for each component,
∂τ (i, j)
τ (i + 1, j) − τ (i − 1, j)
≈
,
∂x
2∆

(3.18)

∂τ (i, j)
τ (i, j + 1) − τ (i, j − 1)
≈
,
∂y
2∆

(3.19)

where ∆ is the grid spacing.
Baroclinic zones are then identified through strong horizontal thermal gradients. Hence,
the only masking condition, M , is
|∇τ | > K .

(3.20)

In other words, frontal regions are characterized by a gradient greater than a certain
threshold K. A reasonable value for K needs to be tested and depends on the filter
setting. A coarse filter, which only preserves large scales, involves weak thermal gradients
because small scale information is removed and the sharpness of gradients is therefore
reduced. A fine filter, which also preserves small scale features, keeps strong thermal
gradients but hampers the detection of continuous lines. Additionally, K needs to be
analyzed carefully because it influences the final output directly. A value set too high is
likely to produce partly disrupted fronts which do not make up continuous lines, whereas
a value set too low is likely to generate many artifacts in the final output (for details see
Section 4.2.3). However, a threshold around K = 4.5 ◦C (100 km)−1 is found in literature
as a reasonable choice for most masking settings to identify baroclinic zones (e.g. Jenkner
et al. 2010).
In Fig. 3.6 identified baroclinic zones are illustrated as white regions, where thin black
lines represent thermal contours. The further approach is then to identify frontal lines for
the final output within this baroclinic zones using a locating function L that is described
in the following section.

3.2.4 Locating Fronts
To find lines which represent the front in a baroclinic zone, a locating function L is
used. Some locating functions exist in literature which have been tested for automated
location of fronts. E.g. Renard and Clarke (1965) used the Thermal Front Parameter
(TFP) given in (3.21). Huber-Pock and Kress (1981) used the Thermal Front Locator
(TFL), which is the gradient of the TFP projected onto the front normal direction which,
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Fig. 3.6 Equivalent potential temperature θe at 3000 m on 3 November 2002 at 0000 UTC.
Frontal zones are depicted in white for |∇θe | > 4.5 ◦C (100 km)−1 . The thick black line
from A to B indicates a cross section defined in Fig. 3.3.

however, is likely to produce broken fronts (Hewson 1998). Hewson (1998) used ∇|∇τ |
to estimate the front normal axis and calculated the derivative with respect to this axis,
where fronts are located at the zero line of this quantity. Hewson (1998) also provided
a summary and overview of common locating functions.
Here, the original Renard and Clarke (1965) TFP is used, which is a simple method
to locate fronts and it avoids higher derivatives, which are sensitive to noise. Several
authors showed that the TFP is suitable for locating fronts sufficiently (e.g. Zwatz-Meise
and Mahringer 1987; Huber-Pock and Kress 1989; Jenkner et al. 2010). The zero contour
line of the TFP is then defined as criterion to locate fronts:
TFP = −∇|∇τ | ·

∇τ !
= 0.
|∇τ |

(3.21)

The left hand side of the dot product in (3.21) is the gradient of the frontal strength
|∇τ |, which is projected onto the front normal direction, using the unit vector ∇τ /|∇τ |
from the right hand side of the dot product in (3.21). The line where TFP becomes zero
can be considered in various ways. One is that a front is located over the inflexion point
of τ while going along ∇τ (Jenkner et al. 2010). Another way is to regard (3.21) as a
directional derivative of the scalar field |∇τ |, representing the frontal strength along the
front normal direction. Extreme values in the front normal direction are then obtained
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Fig. 3.7 One-dimensional idealized thermal field τ . The red cross marks the position of the
front, identified through TFP= 0.

by finding its roots. In other words, fronts are placed over the steepest gradient with
respect to the front normal component. This is in contrast to other definitions, where
fronts are located at the warm side of a frontal zone (e.g. Renard and Clarke 1965;
Hewson 1998).2 However, using the steepest gradient as a location criterion is easier to
implement and more straightforward.
A graphical interpretation of the locating function is given in Fig. 3.7 for an idealized
cross frontal thermal field τ in one dimension. One can see that the root of the TFP
locates the front at the inflexion point of τ and corresponds to a maximum of the
gradient. A closer look shows that TFP= 0 not only finds maxima but also possibly
embedded local minima which do not correspond to a front. To overcome this issue, a
further conditions is introduced:
∇ · ∇|∇τ | < 0 .

(3.22)

This condition ensures that local minima are avoided in the final output. The interpretation of (3.22) is that the second derivative of the scalar field |∇τ | describes the total
curvature which must have a value less than zero to identify a maximum.
A graphical interpretation of how fronts are located in one dimension is shown in
2

The warm air side for frontal location is often used to compensate the offset of detected fronts at a
certain upper air level (e.g. 850 hPa) and the actual surface front (Kurz 1990).
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Fig. 3.8 Cross section along the line A to B, defined in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.6. |∇τ | is depicted
in black (left axis) and TFP in blue (right axis). The shaded background in gray,
indicates baroclinic zones and possible fronts. Red crosses mark located fronts.

Fig. 3.8 along the line from A to B in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.6.
The implementation of the locating function (3.21) for gridded model data is as follows:
First, the TFP is calculated for each grid point (i, j) and is stored in an array. Second,
grid cells representing a zero TFP need to be found. This is crucial because the TFP
is not a continuous function in gridded data. Usually values close to zero are found, as
the root often lies in between two grid cells. To overcome this problem, each grid cell is
multiplied once with its four direct neighbors. If the product yields a negative value, a
root of the TFP is found between two neighboring grid cells. The one which is closer to
zero is then tagged as a possible frontal grid cell. This approach allows to identify grid
cells where the TFP vanishes everywhere within the domain. In the final output only
grid cells, which meet the masking condition (3.20) and additionally (3.22), are regarded
as frontal grid cells.
Remarks
Using the gradient of the thermal field ∇τ as the front normal direction in (3.21) is
sufficient in a large area of baroclinic zones, but is in general not robust against alongfront gradients that might influence the front normal direction and thus also the final
location. In fact, if the true cross frontal direction is represented by the unit vector ŝ
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and s is a unit vector derived from the gradient, then the relation is:
ŝ ' s =

∇τ
.
|∇τ |

(3.23)

Differences between ŝ and s are negligible for cold and warm fronts but might show significant differences for occluded fronts (Steinacker 1992) which, however, are not treated
in detail here. Possible solutions to overcome weakly defined gradients are the mean axis
calculation proposed in Hewson (1998) or the calculation of the cross frontal direction
based on the solution to an eigenvalue problem used in Steinacker (1992).
Nevertheless, the TFP is still a reliable function for front location even though some
issues exist, which have to be accepted anyway to keep the method simple.

3.2.5 Motion and Type of Fronts
The frontal motion is used to distinguish between cold fronts and warm fronts for detected frontal grid cells as described in the previous section. Also, the frontal motion
can be used as an indicator for possible interaction between fronts and orography e.g.
retardation of fronts. One way to estimate the frontal motion is presented here. To
determine the true frontal motion, however, is no easy task since most detected fronts
do not show a reliable temporal coherence. This means it is ambiguous to derive frontal
motion easily from detected fronts between two time steps and their distance. The challenging aspect is that fronts usually change their shape, their strength or even dissolve
from one time step to another, which makes it difficult to track fronts over time and
distance based on computer methods.
A comparatively simple method to estimate the frontal motion is the projection of the
local (horizontal) wind field v onto the direction perpendicular to the front itself (e.g.
Hewson 1998; Jenkner et al. 2010). The frontal motion vf is then obtained by evaluating,
vf = v ·

∇(TFP)
.
|∇(TFP)|

(3.24)

The direction perpendicular to the front is represented by the gradient of the TFP.
Contrary to the front normal vector s in (3.23), here, the gradient of the TFP is used as
the front normal direction. It is argued that the gradient of the TFP is the front normal
direction to fronts as they are finally located by the TFP.
It is notable that the wind field v is filtered the same way as the thermal field using
the spectral filter. This is done to remove small scale fluctuations in the wind field and
to keep the number of possible opposed frontal segments small in the final output.
The frontal speed vf in (3.24) can be further used as a criterion to distinguish between
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Fig. 3.9 Identified cold fronts (blue) and warm fronts (red) at 3000 m height on 3 November
2002 at 0000 UTC. Equivalent potential temperature θe is depicted in the background.

Fig. 3.10 Identified surface fronts by the UK Met Office on 3 November 2002 at 0000 UTC,
The usual notation for cold fronts (black line with triangles), warm fronts (black line
with semicircles) and occluded fronts (black line with triangles and semicircles) is
used. Contour lines indicate pressure at sea level. From Wetterzentrale (2014).
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warm and cold fronts:
vf > 0

– cold front,

vf < 0

– warm front.

(3.25)

In other words, the gradient in (3.24) points in the direction of the greatest rate of
increase. In case of the temperature, from cold to warm, and if the wind field v also
points into that direction, vf is positive and the flow is from cold to warm which, by
definition, is a cold front. In case of a warm front, the gradient and v are anti-parallel,
which yields a negative vf meaning that the flow is from warm to cold (warm front).
Occluded fronts are not labeled but might appear as fronts of arbitrary type, sequence
of cold front–warm front segments or a pair of nearly parallel opposed fronts.
The approach to estimate the frontal speed implies the assumption that fronts are
simply advected by the wind field and do not move relative to it. This is a simple
method and easy to implement but also has its limitation in complex terrain where the
wind field is turbulent or gravity waves induce secondary oscillations (Egger 1992).
The final output of identified cold and warm fronts is depicted in Fig 3.9. For comparison one also finds surface fronts over Europe in Fig 3.10 located by meteorologist
from the UK Met Office.
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A Practical Application of the Algorithm for
Selected Cases
The front detection algorithm described in the previous chapter is applied here to selected
cases. The aim is to show the performance of the algorithm for different parameters and
different synoptic conditions. In Section 4.2 the basic setup for the frontal evaluation is
presented, a possible influence of model resolution and dependency of the filter setting
is treated in Section 4.2.2. The behavior of fronts in the presence of mountains, here the
European Alps, is shown in Section 4.3. Furthermore, time series of fronts on a 3-hourly
and hourly basis are shown in two-dimensional maps. Additionally, vertical profiles of
fronts for different vertical coordinates are shown.

4.1 Model and Data
The focus in this section is to describe the basic setup for the detection of fronts. This
includes the domains used for the front detection, the corresponding data sets, the choice
of detection parameters and vertical coordinates.
Data used in this work are based on the COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM)
(Böhm et al. 2006; Rockel et al. 2008), which is a limited-area, non-hydrostatic model
using a rotated, terrain-following coordinate system. Limited area means that the model
is not applied to the full globe but for an area of interest e.g. the European continent or
the Alpine region. The non-hydrostatic approach further allows highly resolved (< 10 km
grid spacing) simulations in complex terrain. A rotated spherical coordinate system
denotes that the equator of the coordinate system is centered to the domain of interest.
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Fig. 4.1 Position of the EURO-CORDEX domain of EU-011 on the globe. The Alpine domain
of AL-003 is situated inside and outlined in black

Fig. 4.2 Illustration of the Alpine domain of AL-003.
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4.1 Model and Data
Terrain-following coordinates follow the terrain below and are steadily flattened with
height until a predefined flat level is reached. In the COSMO model a height-based hybrid
coordinate µ with 40 levels is used. Details are given in the COSMO documentation
(Doms 2011). In general, model data are given on µ-levels and one needs to calculate
the geometric height z(µ) from these levels to get data related height information. The
relation is as follows:
z(µ) = a(µ) + b(µ)h ,

(4.1)

a(µ) = µ ,
(
0
b(µ) =
(µF − µ)/µF

(4.2)

with

µF ≤ µ ≤ µT
0 ≤ µ < µF .

(4.3)

a(µ) and (µ) are so called mapping functions, µF is the predefined flat level and µT is
¯
the top level.
Two different simulations for frontal analysis are used in this work. The first simulation covers a domain from the COordinated Regional climate Downscaling EXperiment
(CORDEX) (Giorgi et al. 2009), which includes the European continent, parts of Asia
and Africa, and is applied in the European branch of CORDEX (EURO-CORDEX)
(Jacob et al. 2014). This simulation is further referred to as EU-011. The simulation is
driven by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) product ERA-interim (Dee et al. 2011), which is a reanalysis data set originally covering
the period 1 January 1989 onwards and later extended to the period 1 January 1979 to
the present. Conducted by Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus (BTU), the
simulation is a hindcast with 0.11° (∼ 12.5 km) grid spacing for the period 1989 to 2008.
The simulation uses 450 × 438 horizontal grid cells, 40 in-equidistant vertical levels, and
a timestep of 3 hours. Roughly 22 of the 40 levels are found below 5 km whereat the
top level is roughly at 22 km. Data from this simulation are also used in Chapter 3 to
provide the graphical support for the detection technique.
The second simulation covers the European Alpine region, further referred to as AL003. This simulation is a double nested hindcast simulation driven by EU-011 and
conducted by Wegener Center University of Graz (WEGC) within the project NonHydrostatic Climate Modelling, Part II (NHCM-2) (www.nhcm-2.eu) on convective permitting scale with 0.0275° (∼ 3 km) grid spacing. It uses 424 × 240 horizontal grid cells
with the same vertical structure as EU-011 but for hourly timesteps.
Both domains are depicted in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2
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4.2 Setup of the Detection Scheme
4.2.1 Vertical Coordinates and Detection Height
In the previous section the front detection algorithm is exemplified at a level of 3000 m
height. Other possible vertical coordinates instead of the geometric height are pressure
levels or terrain-following coordinates. The structure and distribution of the thermal field
varies depending on the type of detection level. This also influences the final position of
fronts.
The detection height can be used to analyze the vertical structure of fronts e.g. the
inclination angle or vertical extend. The vertical profile of a front can be analyzed quite
well over flat terrain, but has its limitations in complex terrain. There vertical levels
such as pressure levels cut into mountains and also the interaction between the orography
and atmospheric flow is large. This tends to produce disconnected frontal lines. Terrain
following coordinates, by definition, do not cut into mountains but show other problems
(see below) over steep orography.

Pressure Levels
A standard method used by meteorologists is to analyze fronts at constant pressure
levels such as the 850 hPa level, where atmospheric parameters are given on that surface.
Pressure coordinates are also commonly used by various authors in the field of automated
front detection. Hewson (1998) used various pressure levels from 1000 hPa to 500 hPa,
Steinacker (1992) used 850 hPa, whereas Jenkner et al. (2010) used the 700 hPa level as
detection height. A common problem is that pressure levels cut into high mountains
where data are absent and detection of fronts is ambiguous. To make it more obvious
how pressure levels cut into mountains, a two-dimensional representation of the model
orography and pressure levels is shown in Fig. 4.3. Pressure levels are depicted from
1000 hPa to 500 hPa. It is visible that the 750 hPa level already cuts the highest summit.
Pressure values within mountains are generated by vertical extrapolation. In principle,
extrapolation into mountains is possible but causes troubles due to errors. These errors
are large for extrapolation deep into mountains, e.g. pronounced as a pressure deviation
below the highest summit on e.g. the 1000 hPa level in Fig. 4.3.
To study the vertical structure of fronts, it is desirable to analyze a broad vertical
region e.g. 1000 hPa to 500 hPa. Unfortunately this is not possible everywhere due to
the given problems in mountainous regions. Generally, the detection of fronts is not
very reliable below the level that corresponds to the highest summits for the area of
interest. It is therefore advisable to keep the detection level high, where summits are
not frequently cut.
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Fig. 4.3 Illustration of different vertical coordinates: pressure coordinates (blue), selected
terrain-following coordinates (black) from CCLM labeled from 1 to 7, geometric height
(orange) and model orography (red).

Terrain-Following Coordinates
Terrain-following vertical coordinates are commonly used in atmospheric models to treat
orography. These coordinates follow the terrain as their name implies, where the shape
of the lowest level equals to the orography below. Higher levels are steadily flattened
with height until a pre-defined flat level is reached. Typically, more vertical levels exist
near the ground and less in upper regions, meaning that they are not equally spaced.
Terrain-following coordinates of CCLM are depicted in Fig. 4.3.
The advantage of front detection using terrain-following coordinates is that there are
clearly no intersections with mountains and frontal characteristics can, in principle,
be studied from higher atmosphere to the ground. Kašpar (2003) used a level, which is
everywhere 1000 gpm above orography, for detecting cold fronts over the Czech Republic.
In principle, this approach allows to identify fronts over moderate terrain, but the method
has its limitations over complex and steep orography. This method typically induces
noise and spurious fronts over complex terrain due to a mixing of horizontal and vertical
gradients in the thermal field. In other words, significant thermal gradients may arise
from considerable height differences of neighboring grid cells over steep orography. As
a result identified fronts often remain stationary over ridges or surround mountains as
illustrated in Fig. 4.4a where fronts are detected at the western, southern and northern
edge of the Alps. Detected fronts in case of a pressure levels and a geometric height are
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depicted in Fig. 4.4b and Fig. 4.4c, respectively, showing almost identical results and do
not surround mountains.
Analyzing different vertical levels can be used to construct a vertical profile of fronts.
A cross section along the line from A to B marked in Fig. 3.3 is depicted in Fig. 4.5,
where the actual frontal evaluation is done horizontally and each level represents one
point of the vertical profile. Fronts, which occasionally are parallel or partly parallel to
the cross section, appear as multiple points along a level and sometimes even make up
lines.
Geometric Height
The geometric height is the height above Mean Sea Level (MSL) and is used here as
a vertical coordinate. The geometric height allows to identify fronts at fixed height, in
contrast to pressure levels which can vary temporarily and spatially along a pressure
surface and terrain-following coordinates, which naturally vary in height depending on
the terrain below. Usually, models do not provide data at fixed height, but either at
model levels or pressure levels. Thus, interpolation between given levels is a required step
for the detection of fronts at constant levels. Here, a simple vertical linear interpolation
method is applied to all relevant input parameters except of the pressure, which is
logarithmized before interpolation, taking the exponential characteristic of air pressure
into account. In principle, this interpolation method allows to apply the front detection
algorithm at any desired height. Furthermore, if the focus is laid on the study of the
vertical structure of fronts, several levels are used, which are analyzed horizontally. A
cross frontal vertical profile can then be constructed. In Fig. 4.6 the vertical profile along
the cross line from A to B marked in Fig. 3.3 is depicted with a vertical increment of
100 m. In contrast to terrain-following coordinates, values are also generated below the
orography via vertical extrapolation and can be seen in Fig. 4.6, where the orography is
illustrated by a black line at the bottom. However, interpolation deep into mountains
is generally not advisable as interpolation errors typically occur which affect the frontal
detection.
Detection Height
Finding a reasonable height for detection of fronts is a crucial point. If the detection
height is low, so that fronts can be detected close to the ground, it cuts through mountains, where data are generally not available. As the algorithm requires continuous
data fields, extrapolation into mountains is a necessary step, though. For extrapolation
deep into mountains errors are large and subsequently tend to generate fronts which
surround mountains. This behavior is depicted in Fig. 4.7a, where e.g. the Alps are
almost completely surrounded. If the detection height is high, interactions with mountains are avoided but fronts with low vertical extend are missed in the output illustrated
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(a) Terrain-following coordinates: level 23.

(b) Pressure level: 700 hPa.

(c) Geometric height: 3000 m.
Fig. 4.4 Detected cold fronts (blue) and warm fronts (red) from CCLM AL-003 for different
coordinate systems on 5 July 1996 at 1800 UTC (left column) and 6 July 1996 at 0000
UTC (right column).
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Fig. 4.5 Vertical cross section from A to B depicted in Fig. 3.3, θe contour lines (black) with
2 ◦C spacing, terrain-following coordinates (white) from CCLM EU-011, and model
orography at the bottom outlined in black.

Fig. 4.6 Same as is Fig. 4.5 but for interpolated geometric height.
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(a) Detection height 1000 m.

(b) Detection height 5000 m.

Fig. 4.7 Equivalent potential temperature θe and fronts for EU-011 on 3 November 2002 at
0000 UTC detected at different heights: (a) 1000 m, (b) 5000 m. Fronts typically
surround mountains if the detection height cuts through mountains.

in Fig. 4.7b.
A comparison of Fig. 4.7a and Fig. 4.7b shows the different location of near surface
fronts and fronts higher up in the atmosphere. Near surface, cold fronts are further
ahead than those from upper atmosphere. Warm fronts, on the other hand, are further
ahead in upper atmosphere than close to the surface. This is an indicator for frontal
inclination, backwards for cold fronts and forwards for warm fronts with respect to their
direction of propagation (for comparison of detected fronts at 3000 m see Fig. 3.9).
A compromise must therefore be made, where the detection level is low enough not
to leave out fronts with little vertical extend and the intersected area of mountains is
small to avoid errors. Generally, the number and area of intersected mountains depend
on the underlying model orography. High resolution models typically include a more
detailed orography which results in higher and less smoothed mountains. This needs to
be considered before a certain detection height is chosen.

4.2.2 Frontal Line Appearance Depending on the Filter Method
The effects of the spectral filter on detected fronts in the output are demonstrated.
The simulation covering Europe (EU-011) is used to get an idea of the current synoptic
situation and the simulation covering the Alpine region (AL-003) is used to show the
effects in a higher resolved data set.
Several frontal characteristics such as the number, straightness, length, position and
strength might vary depending on the filter setting. If the filter level is too low, a large
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(a) Unfiltered.

(c) Filtered for λL = 150 km and
λH = 250 km.

(b) Filtered for λL = 50 km and
λH = 80 km.

(d) Filtered for λL = 300 km and
λH = 500 km.

Fig. 4.8 Effect of the filter setting on equivalent potential temperature θe and detected fronts
for EU-011 on 6 January 1996 at 0600 UTC at 3000 m and K = 4.5 ◦C (100 km)−1 . λL
and λH refer to the lower and higher wavelength of the filter.
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(a) Unfiltered.

(b) Filtered for λL = 50 km and λH = 80 km.

(c) Filtered for λL = 150 km and λH = 250 km.
Fig. 4.9 Same as Fig. 4.8 but for the Alpine domain (AL-003).
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number of small frontal segments and artifacts appear. Additionally, one finds gradients
in the thermal field that are more pronounced as the smoothing effect is kept low. This
implies stronger and more baroclinic zones in the output, where the number and shape
of detected fronts vary with the filter setting. As a side effect, fronts typically do not
appear as straight lines and the frontal position and type are ambiguous and do not
make up continuous lines.
If the filter level is too high, only large scale effects remain and many possible fronts
on smaller scales are missed in the output completely. A comparison of detected fronts
for various filter settings is depicted in Fig. 4.8. Little difference is found between the
unfiltered case in Fig. 4.8a and medium filtering in Fig. 4.8b, whereas in Fig. 4.8c small
scale frontal segments are removed and continuous frontal lines are visible. In the case
of a comparatively high filter level in Fig. 4.8d frontal lines appear even smoother but
frontal information is further reduced.
To further show how the filter setting influences the final output the higher resolved
simulation covering the Alpine domain (AL-003) is analyzed. If filtering is avoided, the
output is dominated by small frontal segments of almost arbitrary type, where the effects
are enhanced over mountainous regions as depicted in Fig. 4.9a. For medium filtering
(λL = 50 km, λH = 80 km) depicted in Fig. 4.9b, fronts still do not make up continuous lines (continuous lines are usually a desirable attribute for illustration of fronts on
weather maps), but allows a more detailed study of small scale effects of fronts. Furthermore, it can be seen that small frontal segments are widely removed and lines representing fronts start to form. If the filter level is further increased (λL = 150 km, λH = 250 km)
only fronts corresponding to synoptic scale remain as illustrated in Fig. 4.9c. Identified
fronts shown in Fig. 4.9c are similar to fronts that meteorologists usually identify on
weather maps by hand.
It is more obvious now how the filter setting influences the appearance of the detected
fronts, and it is also demonstrated how the spectral filter technique allows a user to
define a desired scale for frontal analysis. Nonetheless, depending on the application,
a compromise must be made between graphical output representing continuous frontal
lines and loss of small scale information. This is shownespecially for the rather extreme
cases in Fig. 4.9a, where the high variability of atmospheric fields on small scales in high
resolution data is visible and in Fig. 4.8d, where lot of frontal information is lost. It
further demonstrates the complex behavior of fronts in mountainous regions.

4.2.3 Influence of the Thermal Gradient Threshold
In the previous sections the thermal gradient threshold (masking condition) for detected
fronts, which identifies baroclinic zones is set to K = 4.5 ◦C (100 km)−1 . The influence
of different values of K on detected fronts is focused here. Furthermore, it is shown how
the filter level and the thermal gradient threshold counteract on each other, meaning
that a high filter level requires a low K and vice versa to obtain similar results.
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(a) λL = 50 km and λH = 80 km,
K = 6 ◦C (100 km)−1 .

(b) λL = 50 km and λH = 80 km,
K = 10 ◦C (100 km)−1 .

(c) λL = 300 km and λH = 500 km,
K = 3 ◦C (100 km)−1 .

(d) λL = 300 km and λH = 500 km,
K = 6 ◦C (100 km)−1 .

Fig. 4.10 Effect of the thermal gradient threshold on detected fronts for EU-011 on 6 January
1996 at 0600 UTC at 3000 m for different filter settings. λL and λH refer to the lower
and higher wavelength of the filter.
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In the first case a medium filter level (λL = 50 km, λH = 80 km) for different values of
K is used. Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b show that even for a high K = 10 ◦C (100 km)−1 ,
small scale features with a significant thermal gradient remain and continuous frontal
lines are rarely found. Little difference is found between K = 4.5 ◦C (100 km)−1 in
Fig. 4.8b and K = 6 ◦C (100 km)−1 in Fig. 4.10a, which indicates that detected frontal
segments often feature large thermal gradients. As a consequence, a lower filter level
keeps strong thermal gradients but hampers continuous lines in the final output.
In the second case a high filter level (λL = 300 km, λH = 500 km) is applied and the
frontal output is depicted in Fig. 4.10c and Fig. 4.10d for different values of K. It can
be seen that the thermal gradient threshold needs to be reduced for a high filter level in
order to obtain a meaningful output. A comparison to Fig. 4.8c and Fig. 4.8d further
demonstrates that the output can be tuned in order to get satisfying results.
Clearly, the choice of the filter level and the thermal gradient threshold have a large
influence on detected fronts. Unfortunately, filter setting and threshold can only be estimated subjectively since there is no reference front from which a certain setting can
be derived. Nonetheless, once a setting is found to identify objects with frontal characteristics, which are considered as important, the algorithm can be used for arbitrary
frontal analysis. A certain setting can then be regarded as definition for fronts.

4.2.4 Analysis of Fronts Based on Different Model Resolutions
The spectral filter technique allows the study of fronts on a desired scale but also a
comparison of detected fronts in data sets with different resolution. Other smoothing
methods, which are based on grid point averaging, require estimation of filter repetitions
in advance to obtain comparative fronts every time a data set with different resolution is
used. In case of the spectral filter one only needs to define a certain scale for the frontal
analysis. Keeping the detection algorithm independent of the resolution of the data set
is a desirable property as it allows to apply one algorithm on various data sets without
modification. Furthermore, this enables a direct comparison of fronts in different model
simulations and also conditional model evaluation based on frontal representation.
The aim is now to show that data sets with different resolution lead to the same result
after spectral filtering. This requires separate data sets, which contain the same basic
information but with different resolution. It turned out that model orography of EU011 and AL-003 are suitable, since both represent the same orography but with different
resolution.
The application of the spectral filter can be done in two ways. One is to apply the
spectral filter to the orography of EU-011 and AL-003 first, and cut AL-003 out of the
filtered EU-011 afterwards. So both domains cover the same region in order to make them
comparable. The filtered orography for both data sets for a cross cut through the Alpine
region is depicted in Fig. 4.11. It can be seen that the spectral filter extracts the same
large scale information from data sets, which originally showed noticeable differences
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(a) Red line indicates a cross section through the European Alps.

(b) Spectral filtered applied on original domain size.

(c) Spectral filtered applied on equal domain size.
Fig. 4.11 Spectral filter (λL = 150 km, λL = 250 km) applied on model orography of different
resolutions (12.5 km, 3 km grid spacing) along a latitudinal cross cut through the
Alps.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4.12 Comparison of equivalent potential temperature θe and detected fronts at 3000 m
for different model resolutions. (a) EU-011 cut out before filtering, (b) EU-011 cut
out after filtering, (c) AL-003 simulation. Fronts are drawn as points, resulting in
pixelated quality in the coarse simulation. In (a) and (c) boundary frontal grid cells
are avoided due calculation of derivatives, which is not the case in (b).

(Fig. 4.11b). However, both filtered orographies show a mean absolute difference of
30 m.
A second way is to cut the larger domain such that both domains are equal and apply
the spectral filter afterwards. The result is depicted in Fig. 4.11c, where the filtered
orography (thick black and red line) are nearly identical. The mean absolute difference
is reduced to 8 m. The difference now is that the size of the domains is equal before the
filter is applied. This is important since the spectral representation of a physical field
is limited by the domain size. The largest wavelength corresponds to twice the domain
size (Denis et al. 2002), which means that larger domains include larger wavelengths,
affecting the filtered result. Furthermore, if the size of the domains is not equal when
the filter is applied, information of surrounding high mountains might also influence the
result. Fig. 4.11c clearly shows that the spectral filter method allows to extract large
scale information from data sets independently of the resolution.
Testing the filter using the model orography (see above) shows that comparative results
can be achieved even for different domain sizes. It also shows, one needs to make sure
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that the model domains are of equal size before the filter is applied, if accuracy is needed.
To give one example for the representation of fronts based on different model resolutions, Fig. 4.12 depicts detected fronts for EU-011 and AL-003, respectively. To outline
the difference, both ways (before and after filtering) to cut out the domain of AL-003
from the domain of EU-011 are illustrated in Fig. 4.12a and Fig. 4.12b. Compared to
Fig. 4.12c, which shows the result for AL-003, only minor differences are visible, making it more obvious how the spectral filter technique extracts large scale information
independently of the underlying grid spacing.

4.2.5 Final Choice of Parameters
As described in Section 3.2.1, several possible thermal parameters for detection exist.
Here, the equivalent potential temperature θe is used and is calculated as follows (Stull
1988),

   Rd
Lv
p0 cpd
θe = T +
r
.
(4.4)
cpd
p
T is the temperature, Lv the latent heat of condensation of water, cpd the specific heat of
dry air for constant pressure, r the mixing ratio of water vapor, p0 the reference pressure
(1000 hPa), p the air pressure, and Rd the gas constant for dry air.
The spectral filter described in Section 3.2.2 is used as the filter method. The standard filter setting, if not stated otherwise, is a low-pass filter, where wavelengths below λL = 150 km are removed, wavelengths above λH = 250 km are fully preserved and
wavelengths in between are weighted according to the filter function in (3.17). This filter
setting is empirically found to be suitable for synoptic scale fronts.
Generally, the smoothness of the thermal field τ and the thermal gradient threshold K
is counteracting, meaning that a highly smoothed field results in weak thermal gradients
and vice versa. Therefore, a certain filter setting requires a corresponding thermal
gradient threshold. A threshold of K = 4.5 ◦C (100 km)−1 (cf. Section 4.2.3) is found to
give reasonable results. This also corresponds to thresholds found in literature.
For the detection of fronts, the geometric height is chosen as coordinate system.
Terrain-following coordinates on the one hand, cause problems over steep orography
(described in Section 4.2.1) and are therefore omitted for the detection. Pressure levels
on the other hand, vary in height at a given pressure surface and the distance between
two pressure levels might not be constant along a pressure surface either. The exponential decrease of air pressure further leads to in-equidistant pressure levels for constant
pressure increments. This is particularly important if the vertical structure of fronts
is studied and generally for better comparability of the results. In case of geometric
height, vertical levels can easily be chosen equidistant and also the required vertical
interpolation is easier to implement on flat levels.
The detection height is chosen at 3000 m above MSL which is similar to the 700 hPa
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level. In case of the European Alps a detection height of 3000 m is quite at the lower
edge, to avoid intersected mountains, for a reliable output in case of high resolution
model data (e.g. 3 km grid spacing), where the model orography is represented in more
detail leading to higher mountains.

4.3 Main Orographic Effects
Orographic influence on fronts is observed throughout the analyses of fronts and is also
known in literature. An obstacle such as the European Alps influences the atmospheric
flow and hence also affects the frontal structure. It is the aim now to demonstrate the
large scale influence of an obstacle using the frontal detection tool. In Section 4.3.1
weakening and dissolution of a warm front is shown, whereas Section 4.3.2 emphasizes
frontal retardation and deformation for a cold front approaching the Alps. Finally, in
Section 4.3.3 two cases from the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) and its Special
Observing Period (SOP) for atmospheric and hydrological processes over mountainous
terrain (Bougeault et al. 2001), are analyzed.

4.3.1 Dissolution
In contrast to frontal intensification near mountainous regions, frontal dissolution is not
documented so well. On the one hand it is comparatively unspectacular in terms of
weather active processes. On the other hand the process of frontal dissolution is often
related to warm fronts which are generally not so sharp and well defined. Furthermore, most studies on fronts exclude investigations of interaction of warm fronts with
mountains and also lack of theoretical investigations in complex terrain.
Jenkner et al. (2010) investigated cold and warm fronts during 2000 to 2002 and
presented a climatology for total front hours, direction of movement, and speed for both
types of fronts. In their work dissolution of warm fronts over the Alpine crest is observed
for single cases. Furthermore, in their climatology, the total amount of warm front hours
shows a minimum (100 h) south of Alpine crest. With roughly 200 h, warm fronts are up
to 300 h rarer than cold fronts over the Alpine crest, where cold fronts show a maximum
(500 h) of front hours. Away from mountains the frequency of occurrence of warm fronts
is comparable to that of cold fronts. This behavior further indicates that warm fronts
tend to dissolve over the Alps (Jenkner et al. 2010).
The behavior of frontal dissolution and weakening over complex terrain is also observed for so called “Mei-Yu” (plum rain) fronts at the island of Taiwan, where fronts
are influenced by the Central Mountain Range (CMR), which has a rather high ridge
elevation of 2500 m to 3000 m (Trier et al. 1990). In the study of Trier et al. (1990) data
gathered during the Taiwan Area Mesocale Experiment (TAMEX) on 8 June 1987 are
used to analyze the passage of a cold front with an east-west orientation approaching
the CMR from the north. As the major axis of the CMR is oriented north-northeast
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(a) 5 January 0600 UTC.

(b) 1200 UTC.

(c) 1800 UTC.

(d) 6 January 0000 UTC.
Fig. 4.13 Weakening and dissolution of fronts from 5 to 6 January 1996 as simulated by AL003. Left columns show θe in the background, right columns show precipitation and
orography shaded in gray.
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(a) 6 January 0600 UTC.

(b) 1200 UTC.

(c) 1800 UTC.

(d) 7 January 0000 UTC.
Fig. 4.14 Continuation of Fig. 4.13.
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to south-southwest, fronts tend to be split into eastern and western flanks (Lin 2010).
This behavior is found in particular in the study of Trier et al. (1990), where the front
is characterized by a sharp gradient in the wet-bulb potential temperature θw before the
CMR is hit and weakened dramatically in the region of complex terrain afterwards. In
this case the CMR acts as wedge that separates the atmospheric flow leading to diffluent
flow, which weakens baroclinic zones and consequently the front in that region.
The case of Taiwan demonstrates how the structure of fronts is influenced by orography
and how parts of a front weaken over orography due to diffluent flow.
Similar behavior is found in the simulation AL-003 over the European Alps for detected
fronts from 5 to 7 January 1996 depicted in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14. A time series of
multiple fronts approaching the Alpine region and their corresponding precipitation fields
are illustrated. Starting on 5 January, a warm front enters the Alpine region from the
west-southwest almost perpendicular to the major axis of the Alps. At 1800 UTC the
front is clearly deformed and weakened over the Alpine main crest, visible as a gap
within the frontal line. Also contour lines of the equivalent potential temperature θe
in Fig. 4.13c show a deformation and a decrease of the gradient represented by the
density of the contour lines. As the front propagates further in time, it clearly splits
into a northern and southern part, where the gradient over the Alps is too low to be
identified as front. Moreover, contour lines of θe show a notch, indicating that there is
flow northwards and southwards but not over the Alps.
On 6 January the warm front is followed by a cold front from west-northwest, which
merge shortly after, rather than dissolve, with another warm front coming from west
moving faster than the cold front. This process is particularly visible in θe fields in
Fig. 4.14b and Fig. 4.14c, where the comparatively colder air, visible in previous time
steps, vanishes completely. Although the whole event is accompanied with precipitation
one would expect precipitation fields ahead of a warm front and behind a cold front
rather than the other way round, as it seems to be during this event. First, detected
fronts visible are no surface fronts but detected at 3000 m, which shifts a warm front
forwards and cold fronts backwards, due to inclination of fronts (cf. Section 2.2). The
vertical inclination can vary from case to case, thus one cannot shift detected fronts by
a constant value to obtain a hypothetical surface front. Second, as already indicated in
Chapter 3 in Fig. 3.1 this frontal system is characterized by a moist air band between
the primary warm front and subsequent cold front, resulting in higher θe gradients. This
coincides with the precipitation fields, visible in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 between both
fronts and is a hint that fronts indicate the boundaries of a warm and moist air mass.

4.3.2 Deformation
An orographic effect that is comparatively well known is the deformation and retardation of fronts in the presence of a mountain range, acting as an obstacle that influences
the movement of fronts. Deformation and retardation is particularly found in case of
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(a) 6 July 0000 UTC.

(b) 0300 UTC.

(c) 0600 UTC.

(d) 0900 UTC.
Fig. 4.15 Deformed front on 6 July 1996 for different time steps as simulated by AL-003. Left
columns show θe in the background, right columns show precipitation and orography
shaded in gray.
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(a) 1200 UTC.

(b) 1500 UTC.

(c) 1800 UTC.

(d) 2100 UTC.
Fig. 4.16 Continuation Fig. 4.15.
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strong but shallow cold fronts (e.g. Schumann 1987) which are forced to move around
the mountain range instead of moving over it. Hoinka and Volkert (1992) showed two
cases of strong deformation of a cold front in the European Alps from the German Front
Experiment 1987 (GFE87), which was an experimental effort to determine interaction
of cold fronts with the Alps. The GFE87 did not only investigate frontal deformation
and retardation but also other orographic effects on fronts such as foehn, gravity waves,
flow into valleys and orographic precipitation, which are not treated in this work. Using observational data to calculate the frontogenesis function (intensification of fronts)
revealed that cold fronts often intensify near mountains compared to flat terrain some
distance away (Hoinka and Volkert 1992). Subsequent theoretical investigations help to
better understand the interaction between fronts and orography. Blumen (1992) investigated frontal propagation, frontolysis (weakening) and frontogenesis (intensification)
over orography, using various models. Egger (1992) investigated in particular orographic
deformation and retardation using a three-layer model. In this simple model a front has
to “climb up” the slope of a simplified mountain resulting in a slowdown. Depending on
the initial setting, both frontogeneses and frontolysis are found near ororgraphy. Keuler
et al. (1992) studied various simulations with and without orography and revealed orographic modifications e.g. deformation of fronts, frontogenesis and frontolysis in the
presence of mountains compared to flat terrain. A theoretical study from Greenslade
et al. (2003) on fronts in the presence of mesoscale ororgraphy revealed distortion of
weak cold fronts, where the flow is around the sides of the Alps rather than over the top.
A review on the variety of interaction between fronts and orography is given in Egger
and Hoinka (1992).
A rather impressive case of frontal deformation in the Alps is demonstrated in Fig. 4.15
and Fig. 4.16, reflecting the conditions from 6 July 1996 using the front detection algorithm. This event is illustrated in 3-hourly time steps to get a better idea of the behavior
of fronts near orography.
A primary weaker cold front accompanied with precipitation is situated over the Alps
at 0000 UTC. A slight deformation is visible in θe contour lines but not for the detected
front, which is disconnected in this region. A comparatively intense cold front follows
from northwest accompanied with precipitation ahead of the front. At 0600 UTC the
primary cold front weakens and is no longer detected. The second cold front, which
appears as comparatively straight line at 0600 UTC, shows a completely different shape
three hours later. From 0900 UTC to 1800 UTC the front remains almost stationary
along the Alpine ridge (Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16). Obviously the cold air flow is blocked
by the Alps, which results in frontogenesis on the northern side of the Alps. The frontal
intensification is clearly visible by denser contour lines of θe in Fig. 4.16c compared to
Fig. 4.15d. The remaining movement of the front is eastwards, north of the Alps, which
indicates that the atmospheric flow is also eastwards and the cold air is forced to move
around rather than over the Alps. The eastwards motion of the front is in agreement
with the eastwards moving precipitation fields associated with the front. At 2100 UTC
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parts of the primary cold front turn into a warm front indicating a southerly flow.
Although this event is marked by deformation, intensification and stationarity of the
front along the Alpine ridge, strong precipitation is mainly found at the arrival of the
front. Contrary to what one would expect in case of a stationary front, characterized
by frontogenesis north of the Alps, only little precipitation is found. This demonstrates
that although there is a significant thermal gradient, not all parts of a front are weatheractive and feature steady precipitation. Cold and dry air, which tends to flow around
mountains could explain the significant deformation even at a level of 3000 m above
MSL and also the lack of strong precipitation. It is further speculated that the clear
separation of cold and warm air through the Alps inhibits the lifting process of warm
air as the front becomes stationary. This is not the case for the part of the front that
propagates further eastwards as does also the field of precipitation. However, it is not
the aim to examine mechanisms of precipitation in detail rather than the demonstration
of orographic effects on fronts, which is successfully shown for this event.

4.3.3 Lee Cyclogenesis and a Low Level Cold Front
The formation of a cyclone in the lee of a mountain range during the passage of a cold
front associated with a synoptic scale trough interacting with the orography, is known as
lee cyclogenesis (Lin 2010). This effect is known for several mountain ranges such as the
Rocky mountains, the Andes, the East Asian mountains and the European Alps (Lin
2010). In case of the European Alps these cyclones usually form over the Gulf of Genua,
where commonly a warm front is generated, which then often leads to precipitation south
of the Alps.
Kljun et al. (2001) analyzed the interaction of a cold front with the Alps and focused
especially on lee cyclogenesis in the Alps, using reanalysis data sets from the Alpine
Experiment (ALPEX) and ECMWF to compare the development of the lee cyclone.
Further mesoscale phenomena such as flow splitting, Mistral, Bora and north foehn
which are associated with a cold front interacting with the Alps, are discussed. Buzzi and
Tibaldi (1978) analyzed lee cyclogenesis using synoptic data to reveal a three-dimensional
structure of the phenomenon and also the nature of the processes. Pichler and Steinacker
(1987) identified two types of lee cyclogenesis: the southwesterly flow (Vorderseiten) type
and the northwesterly flow (Überströmungs) type depicted in Fig. 4.17. Both types are
accompanied by low-level splitting of cold air. One part flows around the Eastern Alps,
which often leads to Bora events (cold wind over the Adriatic sea). The other part flows
around the Western Alps blowing through the Rhone Valley to the south of France,
known as Mistral (Lin 2010).
Another field experiment, which aimed to improve our understanding of orographic
precipitation is the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) (Bougeault et al. 2001). Within
the Special Observing Period (SOP) from 7 September to 15 November 1999 several effects between atmosphere and orography (e.g. orographic precipitation, flood forecasting
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.17 Two types of lee cyclogenesis: (a) southwesterly flow type, (b) northwesterly flow
type. Streamlines mark upper-level flow and surface fronts are depicted for two
consecutive time steps 1 and 2. From Lin (2010).

and foehn) were studied. A more detailed description of the objectives of MAP can be
found in Bougeault et al. (2001).
Several of the so called MAP Intensive Observing Periods (IOPs), which cover mostly
a few days (e.g. the passage of a cold front) were later used for extensive case studies
based on observations, models or a combination of both (Rotunno and Houze 2007). A
summary of the principle findings from the IOPs can be found in Rotunno and Houze
(2007).
Two cases, IOP 15 and IOP 5, are marked by the passage of an intense cold front
interacting with the Alps. Therefore, a short review of the findings from IOP 15 and
IOP 5 is given and subsequently compared with the results from model data using the
detection algorithm.
The first period of IOP 15 from 6 to 7 November 1999 is marked by the rapid development of a lee cyclone south of the Alps which led to short but heavy precipitation
over the Po Valley causing local river floods (Buzzi et al. 2003). At the beginning (0000
UTC 6 November 1999) a cold front, associated to a parent cyclone over the north sea,
approached the Alps from the northwest. Cold air outbreaks leading to Mistral and Bora
events occurred while the cold front passed the Alps. A secondary lee cyclone formed
south of the Alps, which was fully developed at 0600 UTC 7 November 1999.
The development of fronts during the formation process of the lee cyclone for the
period from 6 to 7 November 1999 is now analyzed with the front detection tool for
AL-003. Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 show the development of a primary cold front into a
system of fronts corresponding to a lee cyclone south of the Alps in 3-hourly time steps.
Precipitation fields are shown in addition. On 6 November 0300 UTC a cold front propagating southeastwards is located over France and continues to western Germany. A
significant gradient in the thermal field is visible in θe contour lines. Moderate precipi-
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(a) 6 November 0300 UTC.

(b) 0600 UTC.

(c) 0900 UTC.

(d) 1200 UTC.
Fig. 4.18 Detected fronts in a lee cyclogenesis event on 6 November 1999 as simulated by AL003. Left columns show θe in the background, right columns show precipitation and
orography shaded in gray.
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(a) 1500 UTC.

(b) 1800 UTC.

(c) 2100 UTC.

(d) 7 November 0000 UTC.
Fig. 4.19 Continuation of Fig. 4.18.
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(a) 0000 UTC

(b) 0600 UTC

Fig. 4.20 Detected fronts and a lee cyclone south of the Alps on 7 November 1999 as simulated
by EU-011. Black contour lines represent sea-level pressure.

tation fields associated with the cold front are visible along the frontal line. Six hours
later at 0900 UTC a bend of the cold front over Vorarlberg (federal state of Austria) is
visible. As a result the northern part of the fronts changes its direction and propagates
eastwards further on. At 1200 UTC the southern part of the front is strongly deformed
with local heavy precipitation (> 10 mm h−1 ) over the Po Valley, ahead of the front. The
following 3 hours a southwesterly flow influences the southern part of the front, which
lead to further deformation. From 6 November 1500 UTC to 7 November 0000 UTC the
deformation process continues, which corresponds to the newly forming cyclone. On 7
November 0000 UTC (Fig. 4.19) a front, partly marked as cold and warm front, with the
shape of a semicircle indicating the primary front of the newly formed cyclone, is visible.
Although the algorithm does not treat occluded fronts explicitly, this is a strong hint
for an occlusion leading into the center of the cyclone. A warm and moist tongue which
provides energy and moisture is leading into the center of the cyclone and is also visible
in θe . Furthermore, strong precipitation fields over the Po Valley and northern part of
the Apennines also show the shape of a semicircle, which can be linked to the occlusion.
Fig. 4.20a shows the synoptic situation over Europe. The lee cyclone and its associated
fronts south of the Alps are visible quite well. The parent cyclone over Denmark is still
visible at that time. Six hours later the lee cyclone strengthens and moves further south.
The event of IOP 15 is a very good example for the link between fronts, orography
and precipitation. The way the cold front interacts with the orography in this case
fits to southwesterly flow type of lee cyclogenesis depicted in Fig. 4.17a. This is an
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example for a commonly observed cold front approaching the Alps from the northwest
leading to the formation of a lee cyclone with moderate precipitation north of the Alps
and comparatively heavy precipitation south of the Alps. The cold front is captured
well with the detection algorithm while approaching the Alps. Precipitation fields also
match well with the position of the detected front. Furthermore, the front is tracked
through the whole deformation process without disruption until the cyclone forms, which
naturally separates the primary cold front from the newly formed fronts associated with
that cyclone. Although other fronts with significant gradients in the thermal field are
detected, e.g. the cold front over the Adriatic sea and the warm front over Hungary,
Slovakia and Czech Republic in Fig. 4.18a, they are left out from the discussion as they
are little or not weather active and also do not directly interact with the Alps whereon
the focus is primary laid.
The second event of a cold front interacting with the Alps occurred during the period
3 to 5 October 1999 in IOP 5. This event is marked by the blocking of cold post-frontal
air by the Alps causing the low-level flow to split and flow around the Alps. One part
moved to the east over Slovenia, whereas the other part moved to the west over France.
The western part of the split front undergoing an eastwards flow south of the Alps
merged with eastern part of the split front near the Italian–Slovenian border (Rotunno
and Houze 2007). Vrhovec et al. (2004) found the primary cold front, moving into the
Alps at 1200 UTC on 3 October, splitting into an eastern and western part. An intense
squall line (representing the cold front) was found in Veneto (region in north Italy) at
0600 UTC on 4 October. Together with a northeasterly flow (Bora) and a southerly
moist flow (Jugo) leading to convergence, a mesoscale front was formed over eastern and
central Slovenia, where orographical precipitation was trigged.
The development of this remarkable example of flow splitting during IOP 5 is now analyzed. Subsequently, special attention is paid to the low-level flow where the algorithm
is applied at 1000 m height. Starting with detected fronts at 3000 m, the development
of the front passing the Alpine mountain range is depicted in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22 for
6-hourly time steps from 3 to 5 October. On 3 October 1999 at 0600 UTC an intense,
slightly curved but undeformed cold front over France and Germany is approaching the
Alps from northwest with light to moderate precipitation ahead of the front. At 1200
UTC the cold front hits the Alps and a slight deformation becomes visible. The field
of precipitation is found centered around the front, which is an indicator that the front
steepens while approaching the mountain range. As a result the relative distance between upper air front (at 3000 m height) and surface front narrows and the upper air
front is located further ahead within the field of precipitation rather than behind as
it is the case 6 hours earlier. At 1800 UTC a clear deformation of the front is visible. Furthermore, a rather stationary part of the front is located over the Alpine ridge,
whereas the eastern and western flanks of the front move clearly faster eastwards and
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southwards, respectively. This is a clear hint for flow splitting during this event (e.g.
Rotunno and Houze 2007; Vrhovec et al. 2004). Although the movement of the front is
generally southeastwards, parts of the cold front are marked as warm front indicating
a local southerly flow. Precipitation is focused at the eastern part of the Alps. The
following 12 hours are marked by a fast movement of the cold front over the western
part of the Alps after passing the Alpine ridge and subsequent eastern motion over the
Po Valley towards the Veneto region. During this process a baroclinic zone is visible
from the northern side of the Alpine Arc to the eastern Po Valley with detected fronts on
both sides (Fig. 4.22a). This makes it obvious that the Alps clearly act as disturbance
for fronts and their corresponding baroclinic zone. Meanwhile, intense precipitation is
found over Slovenia and moderate precipitation over Austria. On 4 October at 1200
UTC a reunification of the eastern and western part of the primary front is visible with
a remaining cold front over the Alpine ridge. At 1800 UTC an undisturbed continuous
frontal line formed from Italy over the Adriatic sea, Slovenia, Hungary, Slovakia and
Czech Republic, giving the impression that the front has passed the Alps without any
disturbances. This newly formed front features intense precipitation ahead of the front,
especially at the Slovenian–Croatian border (Fig. 4.22c).
Low-level fronts (here at 1000 m height), which are more directly influenced by the
flow splitting show a comparatively different behavior, which is analyzed in the following. Although a detection height of 1000 m is crucial due to interpolation errors over
mountains (cf. Section 4.2.1), principle features can still be outlined. Fig. 4.23 illustrates detected fronts for 3-hourly time steps. On 3 October at 0900 UTC and 1200 UTC
fronts tend to surround the Alps, likely because of interpolation errors of the algorithm
within mountains. Nonetheless, the eastwards moving part of the front over Germany,
Austria and the Czech Republic and the southwards moving part of the front over France
indicate the low-level split flow. From 1500 UTC to 1800 UTC the front has a strong
easterly component north of the Alps, whereas the primary southerly movement of the
front over France gets an easterly component. The front almost adapts the shape of the
Alpine Arc. From 3 October 2100 UTC to 4 October 0000 UTC the easterly motion
north of the Alps turns into a southerly motion at the eastern flank of the Alps and a
southeasterly motion at the western flank. The middle part of the front slowly passes
the Alpine ridge. From 0300 UTC to 0600 UTC the eastern part of the split front has a
southwesterly component over Slovenia. On the western side a second cold front forms
(visible over the northern Apennines in Fig. 4.23h) with an easterly to southeasterly
motion towards the eastern part, where they later merge.
The event during IOP 5 shows how the atmospheric flow in general and also fronts
are influenced by a mesoscale mountain range such as the Alps. The primary cold
front is captured well with the detection scheme. Also the eastwards and southwards
moving part of the front caused by flow splitting is visible. Although the main flow of
cold air is from northwest to southeast suggesting a cold front, some parts of the front
are marked as warm fronts which can only be explained by local southerly flow that
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(a) 3 October 0600 UTC.

(b) 1200 UTC.

(c) 1800 UTC.

(d) 4 October 0000 UTC.
Fig. 4.21 Detected fronts at 3000 m for flow splitting from 3 to 4 October 1999 during IOP
5 as simulated by AL-003. Left columns show θe in the background, right columns
show precipitation and orography.
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(a) 4 October 0600 UTC.

(b) 1200 UTC.

(c) 1800 UTC.

(d) 5 October 0000 UTC.
Fig. 4.22 Continuation of Fig. 4.21.
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(a) 3 October 0900 UTC.

(b) 1200 UTC.

(c) 1500 UTC.

(d) 1800 UTC.

(e) 2100 UTC.

(f) 4 October 0000 UTC.

(g) 0300 UTC.

(h) 0600 UTC.

Fig. 4.23 Low-level fronts at 1000 m from 3 to 4 October as simulated by AL-003.
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causes the algorithm to mark the front as warm front. An interesting aspect is the rapid
development of the front eastwards over the Po Valley after the front passed the Alpine
ridge, allowing the front to reunify with the eastern part and the formation of a almost
undisturbed cold front. Precipitation patterns are clearly linked to the passage of the
cold front although not all parts of the front are weather active. The detection of fronts
at 1000 m shows how the low-level flow and also related fronts wrap around the Alpine
mountain range and only moving over it slowly.
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Discussion and Conclusion

Basic synoptic characteristics of common types of atmospheric fronts are summarized
in Chapter 2. This short review provides basic understanding of the concept of fronts,
their relation to cyclones and front related precipitation. As the focus lies on automated detection of fronts from model data, Chapter 3 provides some basic concepts of
atmospheric modeling and sketches the path from basic physical principles to model
equations. A known algorithm for front detection in a thermal field is adopted and
modified by a spectral filter. This approach comes along with two major advantages,
namely, detection of fronts on a desired scale and comparability of fronts based on data
sets with different resolution. Both effects are described in Section 4.2.4. This novel approach allows comparison of fronts between different models and also enables conditional
evaluation of models, due to the special filter technique. Furthermore, through spectral
filtering, smooth thermal fields are achieved, which are necessary to obtain robust numerical derivatives. Although, a thermal field consists of analytic cosine functions after
transformation into spectral space, spatial derivatives are calculated numerically in the
physical field. Alternatively, one can also calculate the derivatives in spectral space
in order to obtain analytic derivatives and to avoid numerical errors. This approach,
however, is not analyzed in this work and leaves room for further improvements with
regard to mathematical robustness. A further possible improvement is the detection of
occluded fronts, which makes a more robust method to calculate the true front normal
direction necessary. This can be done through e.g. mean axis calculation or the solution
of an eigenvalue problem, which is briefly discussed in Section 3.2.4.
Estimatation of the frontal speed, which is also used to distinguish between cold and
warm fronts works fine for simple applications but needs a more robust method for more
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sophisticated applications. Often, fronts feature high frontal speed near ridges although
they remain quite stationary over several time steps. Sinclair et al. (2012) found that
fronts are not purely advected, as assumed in this work, and are sometimes even faster
than the wind speed. Another aspect is the strength of a front, besides the gradient
of the thermal field, one can also regard frontal strength through other properties such
as total precipitation, stability of a front or strong winds. In this work a separation of
fronts, which are considered to be important (e.g. with high impacts on local weather)
and those less important (e.g. little weather activity) is not done. Consequently, fronts
with short lifetime and little effect on local weather conditions are counted the same way
as fronts with high impact on local weather. Clearly, it depends on the application, if a
specific type of front is desired, one can introduce further masking conditions, vary the
thermal gradient threshold or the filter setting, as described in Section 4.2. A specific
setup of these parameters is then regarded as definition for detected fronts. Among all
possible definitions for fronts, in terms of a specific gradient threshold, filter setting or
thermal parameter, there is no correct definition. Nonetheless, one can find a setup
for fronts as they are usually identified by meteorologists on weather maps and use this
definition for any aimed application. Comparatively crucial parameters are certainly the
detection height and the coordinate system. Detecting surface fronts has always been a
challenging aspect in the field of front location. Although, there has been some struggle
to get a meaningful output using terrain-following coordinates, which allow detection of
fronts on the surface even in complex terrain, the issue with vertical gradients near steep
orography still remains.
In Section 4.3 a practical application of the algorithm over complex terrain, here the
European Alps, is shown for commonly observed interactions between fronts and orography. Dissolution of fronts over mountainous regions in case of flow splitting is successfully
shown. Especially warm fronts, which are not defined so well, tend to dissolve in regions
of diffluent flow. Deformation of fronts near orography, which is a comparatively well
known effect in literature is successfully shown for the case of an intense cold front with
subsequent significant deformation over the Alps. The prominent effect of lee cyclogenesis and its associated fronts is also well captured by the algorithm. The path of related
fronts is tracked throughout the event without disruption of fronts or temporal gaps.
This further demonstrates the asset of this algorithm. Unfortunately, there is no way
to evaluate the algorithm directly since there is neither a unique definition of fronts,
nor objective observational reference data for evaluation. However, precipitation fields
match quite well with detected fronts, which is a clear indicator for reliable localization
of fronts. Also, known orographic effects are identified well, which is a further indicator
for reliable localization of fronts in complex terrain. Robust and objective localization
of fronts enables further applications of the algorithm, one is a long-term climatology of
fronts in the Alps, which is still missing.
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Abstract:
Atmospheric fronts play a major role in day-to-day weather and are well known for sharp
changes in local weather conditions. Especially in regions of high mountains, such as the
European Alps, fronts are typically deformed and retarded when they interact with the
orography. As a result of retardation, fronts can become nearly stationary which then often
leads to heavy precipitation.
Usually, fronts are still drawn subjectively by meteorologists. Automated detection of fronts
based on atmospheric conditions, however, is an objective and reproducible method to
identify frontal lines. In the framework of the project Non-Hydrostatic Climate Modelling, Part
II (NHCM-2) (www.nhcm-2.eu), funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF), an algorithm to
identify frontal line location, motion and type is developed.
For testing purposes, an ERA-Interim driven hindcast with 0.11° (∼12.5 km) grid spacing
from the COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM) covering the European continent and
conducted by Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus (BTU), is used. Additionally, a
CCLM hindcast on convection permitting scale 0.0275° (∼3 km) is investigated. It covers the
Alpine region and is driven by the 0.11° simulation.
The aim of this work is to provide the necessary steps for detection of fronts based on
atmospheric variables. Different vertical detection levels (pressure levels, terrain- following
coordinates, and geometric height) are discussed. Model and resolution independent
implementation is also addressed. The application of the algorithm is demonstrated by
analyzing different effects on fronts in the presence of mountains (dissolution, deformation,
and lee cyclogenesis).
Zum Inhalt:
Fronten spielen ein wichtige Rolle im täglichen Wettergeschehen und sind vor allem für
schnelle Änderungen im lokalen Wetter bekannt. Speziell im Alpenraum werden Fronten oft
durch Wechselwirkung mit dem Gebirge deformiert und verlangsamt. Im Extremfall werden
Fronten stationär, was oft zu starken Niederschlägen führt. Üblicherweise werden Fronten
immer noch subjektiv von Meteorologen per Hand in Wetterkarten gezeichnet. Eine
automatisierte Methode zur Bestimmung von Fronten auf Basis von atmospherischen
Parametern ist hingegen objektiv und stets reproduzierbar. Im Rahmen des Projects NonHydrostatic Climate Modelling, Part II (NHCM-2) (www.nhcm-2.eu), finanziert durch den
Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung (FWF), ist ein Algorithmus zur
automatischen Detektion von Fronten, deren Bewegung und Art entwickelt worden.
Getestet wird der Algorithmus mit Hilfe einer ERA-interim angetriebenen Simulation vom
COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM), die im Wesentlichen den Kontinent Europa
abdeckt. Durchgeführt wurde die Simulation von der Technischen Universität Brandenburg
(BTU Cottbus) mit einer Auflösung von 0.11° (∼12.5 km). Eine zweite, höher aufgelöste
Simulation über dem Alpenraum mit 0.0275° (∼3 km) Auflösung wird ebenfalls genauer
betrachtet.
Die nötigen Schritte einer automatisierten Methode zur Frontdetektion sind das Ziel dieser
Arbeit. Dabei werden verschiedene vertikale Koordinaten (Druckflächen, geländefolgende
Koordinaten und die geometrische Höhe) für die Detektion getestet. Die Implementierung
des Algorithmus ist dabei so gewählt, dass er unabhängig von der Auflösung des gewählten
Modells ist. Die Anwendung des Algorithmus zur Analyse der Effekte von Gebirgen auf
Fronten (Frontauflösung, Deformierung und Lee Zyklogenese) wird abschließend gezeigt.
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